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Abstract Cell deformability and mechanical respon-
ses of living cells depend closely on the dynamic changes
in the structural architecture of the cytoskeleton (CSK).
To describe the dynamic reorganization and the het-
erogeneity of the prestressed multi-modular CSK, we
developed a two-dimensional model for the CSK which
was taken to be a system of tension and compression
interactions between the nodes in a divided medium.
Themodel gives the dynamic reorganization of the CSK
consisting of fast changes in connectivity between nodes
during medium deformation and the resulting mechani-
cal behavior is consistent with the strain-hardening and
prestress-induced stiffening observed in cells in vitro.
In addition, the interaction force networks which oc-
cur and balance to each other in the model can serve
to identify the main CSK substructures: cortex, stress
fibers, intermediate filaments, microfilaments, microtu-
bules and focal adhesions. Removing any of these sub-
structures results in a loss of integrity in the model and
a decrease in the prestress and stiffness, and suggests
that the CSK substructures are highly interdependent.
The present model may therefore provide a useful tool
for understanding the cellular processes involving CSK
reorganization, such asmechanotransduction,migration
and adhesion processes.
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1 Introduction
Many in vitro and in vivo studies have shown that the
cytoskeleton (CSK) plays a fundamental role in the
mechanisms underlying cell processes such as growth,
differentiation, proliferation, motility and protein syn-
thesis (Chicurel et al. 1998; Thoumine and Ott 1996;
Davies et al. 1994; Planus et al. 1999; Hughes-Fulford
2004). Cell deformability and mechanical responses
depend basically on several interactive processes
between factors such as the structural CSK-architec-
ture and cell/cell or cell/extracellularmatrix attachment.
The mechanical forces exerted through the extracel-
lular matrix are balanced by internal forces exerted
by the cytoskeleton. This force balance is known to
be mediated by changes in the internal CSK structure,
an interconnected biopolymer system embedded in the
cytoplasm. The CSK supports the entire cell and links
the nucleus to the surface adhesion receptors, involv-
ing a hierarchically organized multi-modular structure
ranging from the molecular to the overall cellular scale
(Maniotis et al. 1997; Ingber 2000; Pienta and Coffey
1991; Wang 1998). The complex mechanisms whereby
the CSK mediates force transmission, and the contribu-
tion of each of its substructures to the structural stability
of the cell have not yet been clearly elucidated.
Several structural models have been proposed to de-
scribe the mechanical behavior of cells in terms of the
characteristic properties of the cytoskeleton components
(Stamenovic et al. 1996;McGarry and Prendergast 2004;
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Volokh et al. 2000; Coughlin and Stamenovic´ 2003;
Satcher and Dewey 1996; Wendling et al. 1999). For
instance, structural models based on the tensegrity con-
cept have been developed, which mimic several aspects
of the mechanical behavior of adherent cells such as
strain-hardening (Wang et al. 1993), prestress-induced
stiffening (Wang et al. 2002; Pourati et al. 1998;Wendling
et al. 2003) and the viscoelastic properties (Canadas
et al. 2002, 2006; Sultan et al. 2004). The generaliza-
tion of some characteristic mechanical laws governing
spherical tensegrity structures has also led to identify-
ing two compartments of the CSK in twisted adherent
cells (Wendling et al. 2003; Laurent et al. 2002) resulting
from two different arrangements of actin filaments: the
smooth submembrane cortical network, and the strongly
contractile actin bundles or stress fibers (SFs) which ex-
tend between focal adhesion points. These two CSK
components were found to be prestressed and to show
a stress-hardening behavior (Wendling et al. 2003; Lau-
rent et al. 2002). However, in these studies, the cortical
network and stress fiber network were dealt with sepa-
rately on two different subcellular scales so that it was
not possible to relate the local and global mechanical
properties to the changes of the overall cellular stiffness.
McGarry and Prendergast (2004) recently proposed a fi-
nite element model including prestressed cytoskeleton,
cytoplasm, nucleus and membrane components. This
model based on a continuum medium and a tensegrity
system describes the nonlinear structural behavior of
an adherent cell in terms of variable compliance along
the cell surface and changes in stiffness during the cell
spreading. This approach can be used to analyze the con-
tribution of each structural component to the stability
and stiffness of the cell. However, it fails to reflect the
increase in the stiffness which occurs when the cell is
spreading over the substrate, as observed by Thoumine
et al. (1999)who suggested that the reorganization of the
cytoskeleton may contribute importantly to the stiffen-
ing of the cell during deformation.
The dynamic rearrangement of the CSK which oc-
curs during cell deformation is not taken into account in
either McGarry’s model or the tensegrity models. The
authors of various studies have described the dynamic
behavior of the CSK network, which constantly rear-
ranges itself via polymerization and depolymerization
processes (Ingber 1997;Harris et al. 1980;Kaverina et al.
1998;Mooney et al. 1995). The length, number and cross-
linking of the cytoskeletal filaments are all dynamically
regulated by the cell (Heidemann and Wirtz 2004). As
the microfilaments (MFs) and microtubules (MTs) can
alternately develop and disappear, the interconnections
are very variable. Via these spatial rearrangements,MFs
and MTs can generate the intracellular forces required
to strengthen or loosen the CSK network locally, in or-
der to balance the external forces applied via the focal
adhesions sites (Heidemann et al. 1999; Chicurel et al.
1998).
To describe the dynamic reorganization of the hierar-
chical prestressed CSK structure of adherent cells, it was
proposed in the present study to use a novel approach
based on divided medium theory. The CSK Divided
Medium model (or CDM model) that we developed
consists of a set of inner and boundary nodes surround-
ing a rigid nucleus, forming the “divided medium” and
interacting together via compressive and tensile forces.
The resulting networks of compressive and tensile forces
within the medium are assumed tomodel the various fil-
amentous lattices of theCSK. Since, the dividedmedium
subjected to these interaction forces is at equilibrium,
any change in the external stress will affect the system
of interacting forces and give the divided medium a new
equilibrium configuration.
Here we describe the laws governing the interaction
forces at work in the divided medium and the method
used to compute equilibrium configurations. Using this
CDMmodel, it was then attempted to assess the contri-
butions of several CSK substructures, namely the stress
fiber network, actin cortex,MF,MTand intermediate fil-
ament (IF) networks as well as the focal adhesion points,
to the stability and themechanical responses of adherent
cells under quasi static compression/stretching loading
conditions. This model provides a new means of investi-
gating the forces transmitted from the membrane to the
nucleus.
2 Methods
The CDM model forms an 80-µm diameter half-disk,
representing a cell adhering to a flat, rigid substrate in
two dimensions. The medium of the CDMmodel is con-
stituted by a set of nodes arbitrarily placed around a
20-µm diameter floating rigid disk simulating the
nucleus. The CSK of the adherent cell is modeled in
the form of a network of tension forces balanced by a
network of compression forces. These forces are exerted
between nodes in the divided medium constituting the
model. Some given elastic tensile forces are exerted
between specific remote nodes, while constant tensile
forces and compressive forces are exerted between
neighboring nodes. The distance between two nodes
therefore cannot be smaller than a given threshold value.
This is a unilateral condition which is applied by add-
ing a compressive force between the nodes if necessary.
From the mechanical point of view, this law govern-
ing the interactions between neighboring nodes may be
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Fig. 1 Description of interactions between the nodes and their
associated envelopes. g denotes the gap between the nodes i and
j, Rij the radial reaction force exerted by i on j, Rik the radial
reaction force exerted by i on k. Rij stands here for an distant
tension force resulting from the Elastic Wire interaction law, and
Rik for a compression force resulting from the Cohesive Contact
interaction law
considered as a contact law between two virtual circular
and rigid envelopes centered on the nodes and satisfying
impenetrability conditions (see Fig. 1).
2.1 Constitutive equations based on divided medium
theory
The mechanical behavior of the CDM model is char-
acterized by both the equations of interaction between
the constitutive nodes and the dynamic equation for the
whole set of nodes. The interaction between two nodes
forming a pair labelled by the index α is described on
the local scale in terms of the distance between them
which is called the gap gα , their relative velocity which
is denoted Uα , and the radial reaction force Rα which is
the force exerted by one node on the other (see Fig. 1).
The interaction between these two nodes is determined
by relationwhichwill be presentedbelow, and is referred
to as:
I(gα ,Rα) (1)
The dynamic Lagrange equation is:
Mq¨ = F(t) + r (2)
The components ofq are the coordinates of all the nodes.
q ∈ IRN , where N is the degrees of freedom of the sys-
tem; N = 2n, where n is the number of nodes. The com-
ponents of r (r ∈ IRN) are the resulting forces applied
to the nodes. M is the mass matrix of the system: it
is a diagonal matrix, and its components are the node
masses. F(t) stands for the explicitly known excitation
forces. The problem in hand is assumed to be a quasi-
static problem. However, in the model, the constitutive
nodes are taken to be free nodes although they interact
with each other. Equation (2) ruling the evolution of the
system is therefore a dynamic equation.
Variables q˙ and Uα , r and Rα are related by the linear
mapping Bα and its transposed form, B∗α as follows:
{
Uα = Bα(q)q˙
r = ∑
α
B∗α(q)Rα (3)
For instance, in the case of a pair of nodes α, the rela-
tive velocity Uα between the two nodes is the difference
between the velocity of the nodes; if Rα is the reaction
between the nodes, r will result from the pair of forces
(+Rα ,−Rα) exerted on each node. The gap gα between
the pair of nodes α is related to UαN , the normal compo-
nent of the relative velocity Uα , is as follows:
g˙α = UαN (4)
Equations (1)–(4) along with the initial and boundary
conditions completely define the constitutive equations
in the CDM model.
2.2 Laws of interaction between the constitutive nodes
in the medium
To describe the spatial architecture of the cytoskeleton
taking into account its various known components (the
cortical actin network, stress fiber network, microtu-
bule network, intermediate filament network, nucleus-
binding complexes and focal adhesion points), several
node species associated with specific interaction laws
are defined in the model. The node interactions (1) are
governed by laws of two kinds which are either directly
defined node-to-node or involve the surrounding rigid
envelopes.
The first law which we have called Cohesive Contact
law, is given by the set of equations (5) and shown in
Fig. 2a. This law describes contact interactions between
the virtually rigid envelopes surrounding the nodes and
generates compression or tension forces between neigh-
boring nodes, which we have called close compressions
and close tensions (see Fig. 1). It is based on the classical
Signorini and Lennard-Jones models (Jean 1999).
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
g = gi ⇒ R > −c
g ∈]gi, gc] ⇒ R = −c
g > gc ⇒ R = 0
gc = gi + a
(5)
In Cohesive Contact, compression force R > 0 occurs
between two interacting nodes so as to ensure
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A
B
Fig. 2 a Cohesive Contact interaction law. This law defines the
relationship between the normal reactionR and the gap g between
neighboringnodes in involving their surrounding envelopes.These
envelopes are rigid and undergo compression force R > 0 while
keeping a minimum gap gi between the nodes. In a small range
of gaps, [gi; gc], nodes are subjected to a tension force R < 0
due to the cohesion c between envelopes. b Soft Cohesive Contact
interaction law. Like the Cohesive Contact law, this law defines
the relationship between the normal reaction R and the gap g
between neighboring nodes but deals with compressive interac-
tions by introducing penetrability g < gi between the node enve-
lopes and an elastic compressive R > 0 that prevents penetration.
In a small range of gaps, [gi; gc], nodes are subjected to a tension
force R < 0 due to the cohesion c between the envelopes
impenetrability between their surrounding rigid
envelopes. The gap g between two nodes cannot there-
fore be smaller than gi, which is the sum of the radiuses
of their envelopes. Within the 80-µm diameter medium,
the minimum gap gi between nodes is around 1µm.
Besides, in this law, tension force R < 0 occurs between
nodes due to the constant cohesion tension c existing be-
tween their envelopes in contact. This cohesion prevents
the nodes from separating until a threshold distance a
(corresponding to distance gc between nodes) is reached
between envelopes, above which the contact is broken.
The product (c.a) gives the energy required to com-
pletely separate the two envelopes.
To analyze the effects of the local compressive rigidity
on the overall stiffness of the model, an alternative form
of the Cohesive Contact law, called the Soft Cohesive
Fig. 3 Elastic Wire interaction law. This law introduces a tensile
force R ≤ 0 between remote nodes, which increases linearly with
the gap g and with a given rigidity K up to a threshold distance
gv. The prestrain τ in the Elastic Wire interaction means that an
effective tension is transmitted between nodes at the beginning of
the simulation when the nodes are apart g0
Contact law,which is givenby the set of equations (6) and
shown in Fig. 2b, introduces softer compressive interac-
tions between neighboring nodes, making interpenetra-
tion between the virtually rigid envelopes possible.
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
g ≤ gi ⇒ R = S.(gi − g)
g ∈]gi, gc] ⇒ R = −c
g > gc ⇒ R = 0
gc = gi + a
(6)
As the node envelopes interpenetrate, the compressive
force R > 0 increases linearly with the penetration
(gi−g) according to a compressive rigiditywritten S > 0.
The second law, which is called theElastic Wire law, is
used to generate distant tensile forces, between special-
ized remotenodes.This lawacts like a virtual prestrained
elastic wire. The tension is proportional to the stretch-
ing and becomes null when the elastic wire is loose. As
written in the set of equations (7) and shown in Fig. 3,
the tension R between two nodes is given as a function
of the gap g, where g0 is the gap at the beginning of
the simulation, taking K > 0 to denote the rigidity and
τ > 0 to denote the prestrain in the virtual elastic wire.
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
g ≥ 0 ; R ≤ 0
R = −K(gg0 + τ)
g ≥ gv ⇒ R = 0
(7)
The gap g0 between interacting nodes is deduced from
the coordinates of the nodes at the beginning of the
simulation. The rigidity K is defined as a force F per
normalized change in the size of the gap:
K = F/g
g0
(8)
The prestrain τ introduces into this law a non-zero ten-
sion between the two nodes. If the length of the wire is
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greater than the distance gv, theElastic Wire interaction
ceases.
2.3 Various node species in the medium for modelling
the CSK components
To account for the various CSK components, the nodes
that constitute the medium in the CDM model are de-
fined in terms of distinct node species, to which specific
interaction laws apply. These interaction laws are de-
fined from the Cohesive Contact and Elastic Wire laws
with different values of the parameters (c, a, S,K, τ , gv).
Some of the parameters are estimated based on exper-
imental data obtained on the mechanical properties of
specific CSK components, while the others are adapted
so as to ensure the mechanical integrity of the model.
For instance, to account for the focal adhesion points
of adherent cells, some nodes called the focal adhesion
nodes, are distinguished at the boundary (on the apical
and the basal sides) of the medium (see Fig. 4a). These
nodes interact with the external nodes in the substrate
via their surrounding envelopes in line with the Cohe-
sive Contact law, with a very high cohesive tension value
c = 150 nN at a maximum distance a = 2µm. The fo-
cal adhesions nodes located on the apical side, which is
devoid of external contacts, are inactive and constitute
precursors of possible adhesion points.
In cells, focal adhesion points exert tension forces of
[10–70] nN on the substrate with focal adhesion areas
of [1–10]µm2 (Balaban et al. 2001; Tan et al. 2003). In
agreement with these biological data, the tension force
generated between a single focal adhesion node with
a 2-µm diameter adhesion area and the substrate was
found to average 30 nN. In addition, the focal adhesion
nodes interact according to specific Cohesive Contact
laws (c = 100 nN, a = 1 × 10−1 µm) with the other
nodes on the boundary.
The CSK tensile networks of SFs and IFs, which ex-
tend through the whole cell, are simulated in the CDM
model by the so-called distant tension network (TN) gen-
erated by the Elastic Wire laws between the focal adhe-
sion nodes, the inner nodes of the perinuclear region
called perinuclear nodes, plus several points on the nu-
clear boundary, as shown in the Fig. 4a.
In the TN network, the distinction is made between
the perinuclear tensile network formed between the peri-
nuclear nodes and the nuclear boundary and the large
tensile network formed between the focal adhesion
nodes and the perinuclear nodes. The perinuclear tensile
network simulates the IF network, which is connected to
the nucleus and is particularly prominent in the perinu-
clear region in the cell. The large tensile network, which
consists of the IF network extended to the periphery
Fig. 4 Tension and compression interactions between nodes in
the divided medium in the reference state. Forces are displayed
in segments which connect the nodes during interactions and the
thickness of these segments is proportional to the magnitude of
forces; the two reference bars correspond to magnitudes of 10 and
70 nN. The unit of length is micrometer. Blue lines give distant
tension forces. Gray lines around the nucleus give distant tension
forces which are null in the reference state. Red segments stand
for close compressive forces and purple ones stand for close ten-
sile forces. Node envelopes are not shown here. a Distant tension
network connected to the substrate via cohesive contact forces. b
Close tension network associated to a distant tension force on the
cortical side. c Close compression and tension networks involving
the whole set of nodes
of the cell, mainly includes the SF network, which is
assumed to be located at the basal and distal regions of
the cell.
The Elastic Wire law, which governs the large distant
tension network simulating the stress fiber network, is
defined (rigidity K = 50 nN, prestrain τ = 20%, thresh-
old distance gv = 20µm) in line with experimental data
published by Deguchi et al. (2005). These authors ob-
tained a rigidity (i.e. force/strain ratio) of 45.7 nN and
a 20% prestrain in SFs under physiological conditions
(Deguchi et al. 2005).
The Elastic Wire law of the perinuclear distant ten-
sion network characterizing the IF network is defined
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(rigidity K = 150 nN, prestrain τ = −10%, threshold
distance gv = 20µm) in line with the known physical
properties (2GPa Young’s modulus; 10 nm diameter)
of IFs (Kojima et al. 1994; Gittes et al. 1993). The IFs
are known to resist large deformations, whereas they
are less involved in small cell deformations (Wang and
Stamenovic 2000; Fudge et al. 2003). As in former CSK
models (Wang and Stamenovic 2000; Sultan et al. 2004),
we therefore adopted a negative prestrain, which means
that the interactions will be null around the nucleus
unless the medium undergoes large deformations.
The cortical actin network (or cortex) results from the
Elastic Wire law (K = 100 nN, τ = 2% and gv = 20µm),
between the nodes of the medium boundary, which we
have called cortical nodes, as shown in Fig. 4b. The corti-
cal nodes interact with each other or with other bound-
ary nodes according to a Cohesive Contact law with a
high cohesion value (c = 100 nN, a = 1 × 10−1 µm).
The other nodes of the medium, called the internal
nodes, are the numerous species of the model form-
ing the internal part of the medium between the nu-
cleus and the boundary. They interact with the boundary
nodes, the nucleus and the perinuclear nodes as de-
scribed by the Cohesive Contact law (c = 10 nN, a =
5 × 10−2 µm) and with each other as described by the
Cohesive Contact law with a very low value of cohesion
(c = 0.4 nN, a = 5×10−2 µm). These node species coun-
terbalance thepreviously introduced tensile interactions
by forming tightly compressed chains. The resulting dif-
fuse compression network shown in Fig. 4c is taken to
mimic the lattice of MTs, while the resulting diffuse ten-
sion network is taken to mimic the MF thin lattice.
The connectivity between nodes is not fixed and is lia-
ble to change during the numerical simulation, depend-
ing on how the node envelopes contact each other or
separate. Some interactions can disappear, while others
can be formed.
The distant tension network and the close tension and
compression networks generated throughout the entire
model are interconnected and self-balanced by adapting
the connectivity between the nodes and the orientation
and magnitude of the resulting forces.
2.4 Numerical method of resolution
The CDM model equations are solved using the
LMGC90 code, which provides an open platform for
modeling contact or multi-physics interaction problems.
The LMGC90 code is based on Non-Smooth Contact
Dynamics (NSCD), a numerical method which was
developed for dealing with connecting elements in a
divided medium (Moreau 1993; Jean 1999; Cambou and
Jean 2001). The discrete forms of the dynamic equation
(2) are solved along with contact laws (1) and Eqs. (3)
and (4) using an implicit block non-linear Gauss-Seidel
algorithm (Jean 2001).
2.5 Model implementation
To analyze the contribution of each substructure in the
CSK (i.e. actin cortex, SF network, IF network, MT
network) as well as the adhesion conditions on which
the overall mechanical responses of the cell (stress–
strain relationship, stiffness) depend, as often observed
in cells in vitro (Heidemann et al. 1999; Laurent et al.
2002; Wang et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2003; Smith et al.
2003), five configurations of the CDMmodel are tested.
In each configuration, one of the CSK substructures is
changed or removed. The overall mechanical response
of the CDM model in each of these configurations is
then compared with that of the model in the “com-
plete CSK” configuration. The complete CSK config-
uration is obtained with all the various node species
and associated interaction laws describing all the CSK
features. In the “cortex-free CSK” configuration, both
the Elastic Wire interaction law and the high Cohe-
sive Contact interaction law between the cortical nodes
are removed. The cortical nodes are therefore regarded
here as simple internal nodes involved in low-cohe-
sion contact interactions. The cortex-free CSK config-
uration could be used to analyze the role of the
cortical tension. In the TN-free CSK configuration, the
Elastic Wire interaction laws between the focal adhe-
sion nodes, the perinuclear nodes and the nucleus are
removed. This configuration could simulate the cultured
adherent cells drugged with cytochalasin D, where the
SF network is dismantled (Wang et al. 1993; Wendling
et al. 2000). The “low adhesion CSK” configuration is
equipped with only half of the focal adhesion nodes.
The “IF-free CSK” configuration lacks the Elastic Wire
interaction law between the perinuclear nodes and the
nucleus. In the “Weak-MT CSK” configuration, the
internal nodes in the divided medium interact accord-
ing to the soft Cohesive Contact law with a compressive
rigidity S = 100 nN. The two latter configurations can
be used to analyze the contributions of IFs and MTs to
cellular responses.
The CDMmodel is tested under controlled and quasi
static conditions by mimicking biological experiments
using the microplate device to analyze the overall
mechanical behavior of single adherent cells in vitro
(Thoumine and Ott 1997; Desprat et al. 2005; Micoulet
et al. 2005).Theexperimentalmicroplatedevice imposes
an overall deformation on the cell by compressing and
stretching a single cell held between a rigid microplate
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Fig. 5 Internal force distribution in the complete CSK configu-
ration a in the reference state, b in the 14% compressed state and
c in the 40% stretched state. Blue lines give the distant tension
forces, red segments the close compression forces and purple ones,
the close tension forces. Bars, 20 and 100 nN. Unit of length: 1µm
placed parallel to a flexible microplate used as a sensor
to gauge the applied force.
At the beginning of the simulation, theCDMmodel is
held between two parallel rigid plates and interacts with
them via the focal adhesion nodes, as show in Fig. 5a;
this initial state is taken as the reference state in the
compression/stretching tests. The lower plate is fixed,
whereas the upper one is mobile and normally applies
to the lower plate a compression load along an axis taken
by convention to be negative and a stretching load in the
opposite direction. The model is first compressed until
14% deformation is reached and then stretched until
40% deformation is reached.
During the simulation, the adhesion conditions do
not change from the reference state. No new focal adhe-
sions appear in the compression test, nor do any of the
existing ones disappear in the stretching test. During the
numerical compression and stretching simulations, the
upper plate moves at a speed of±5×10−2 m/s. The time
step is 0.2µs and 50 iterations per step are performed
on the model during the simulation. The mass of the
nodes is proportional to the virtual volume enclosed
by their envelope, seen in 3D as a sphere. The volumic
mass is 1 pg/µm3 and the node mass ranges between 0.6
and 2.6 pg. In this simulation, the node mass is not sig-
nificant. The local acceleration forces remain negligible
with respect to the externally applied forces, as indi-
cated during the computation by the very low values
(10−10) of the dynamic/static criterion which means that
the conditions simulated by the CDM model are quasi
static.
To analyze the mechanical behavior of the model, an
equivalent stress σ is defined by the ratio between the
external force F applied to the model by the upper plate
and c, the fictive horizontal cross-sectional area of the
model measured at the level of the nucleus center:
σ = F
c
(9)
The apparent strain ε in the overall model is defined as
the deformation along the applied normal force axis,
ε = H − H0
H0
(10)
where H (respectively, H0) is the height of the current
state of the model along the applied force axis (respec-
tively, in the reference state).
To estimate the apparent stiffness of the CDMmodel
at low deformation levels (near the reference state), an
equivalent elasticitymodulusE is calculatedat 2%defor-
mation under compression and stretching conditions.
E =
(
σ
ε
)
ε=2%
(11)
The distant tension forces generate internal tension and
give to the model a prestress. The prestress P is defined
by the ratio between the sum of all these distant tension
forces Ti and the fictive cross-section b of the basal
side of the model.
P =
∑
i Ti
b
(12)
The value of the prestress varies as a function of the
prestrain τ defined in the elastic law (see 7). The pre-
stress computed in the reference state defines the initial
prestress P∗. The changes in P occurring during com-
pression and stretching are then compared with P∗.
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3 Results
The results of the present numerical simulations carried
out using theCDMmodel can be seen in Figs. 5–8, which
give the internal force distributions in the reference state
and in the greatly compressed and stretched states in the
complete, cortex-free, TN-free and low adhesion config-
urations of the CDM model. Figure 5 shows the com-
plete CSK configuration with the cortical network, the
large and perinuclear networks of distant tensions, as
well as the diffuse tension and compression networks.
It can be observed that, in comparison with the refer-
ence state (Fig. 5a), the organization and orientation of
these networks differ in both the compressed (Fig. 5b)
and stretched states (Fig. 5c). In the 14% compressed
complete CSK configuration shown in Fig. 5b, a highly
diffuse compression network is formed throughout the
entire model from the upper plate to the lower plate in
the loading direction and arround the nucleus. In addi-
tion, the internal distant tensions form a strong net-
work between the nucleus and the free boundary of the
model, running perpendicular to the loading direction
and preventing the widening of the medium. The highly
diffuse compression network which develops during the
compression loading almost disappears under stretch-
ing conditions as shown in Fig. 5c, while the distant ten-
sion network which is connected to both plates via focal
adhesion points is strengthened and undergoes an over-
all reorganization in the stretching direction. In addi-
tion, in the complete CSK configuration of the model
subjected to compression and stretching, the prestress
P compared to P∗ = 276 Pa increases twice as much in
response to compression as to stretching (45% at 14%
compressed state and 22%at 14% stretched state). Dur-
ing the stretching test, the free edges of themodel retract
toward the nucleus due to both the internal tension and
the cortical tension which ensures the integrity of the
CDM model (see Fig. 5c).
Removing the cortical network from themodel weak-
ens the distant tension network, as shown by the cor-
tex-free CSK configuration of the model in Fig. 6a.
In this configuration, the CDM model loses the cor-
tical tension and some internal distant tensile forces
normally exerted on the cortex. The initial prestress
P∗ = 213 Pa in this configuration is 22% lower than in
the complete CSK configuration. During compression,
the diffuse compression network becomes weaker than
in the complete CSK configuration (see Fig. 6b). During
stretching, the internal force network is concentrated in
a region closely surrounding the nucleus, and the model
shows a wide edge band which is almost mechanically
inert. Without the tensile cortex, the internal distant
tension network keeps the same orientations as in the
Fig. 6 Internal force distribution in the cortex-free CSK configu-
ration a in the reference state, b in the 14% compressed state and
c in the 40% stretched state. Blue lines give the distant tension
forces, red segments the close compression forces and purple ones
the close tension forces. Bars, 20 and 100 nN. Unit of length: 1µm
complete configuration. The diffuse compression net-
work only develops between the internal nodes of these
distant tension network (see Fig. 6c).
In the TN-free CSK configuration, the cortex is the
only active tensile network which creates a cortical ten-
sion and maintains the integrity of the CDM model as
well as the connection between the upper and lower
plates (see Fig. 7a). In this TN-free CSK configura-
tion, the internal large and perinuclear distant tension
networks are removed and the initial prestress (P∗ =
59 Pa), which is generated only by the cortex, is 79%
lower than that occurring in the complete CSK con-
figuration. During compression loading, a weak, dif-
fuse compression network develops through the model,
directed toward thenucleus (seeFig. 7b).During stretch-
ing, the nucleus appears to be totally disconnected from
the medium boundary. No significant internal forces
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Fig. 7 Internal force distribution in the TN-free configuration a
in the reference state, b in the 14% compressed state and c in the
40% stretched state. Blue lines give the distant tension forces, red
segments the close compression forces and purple ones the close
tension forces. Bars, 20 and 100 nN. Unit of length: 1µm
develop here through the model: the diffuse compres-
sion network completely disappears and the diffuse net-
work of tension becomes very weak (see Fig. 7c).
Reducing the number of adhesion points in the low
adhesion configuration of the model, affects the distant
tension distribution in the reference state and during
stretching, but has no effect on the internal force dis-
tribution of the model during compression as shown in
Fig. 8 as compared to Fig. 5. The initial prestress (P∗ =
251 Pa) is slightly affected and is 9% lower than in the
complete CSK configuration.
The CDMmodel shows non-linear stress–strain rela-
tionships during compression and stretching in all six
configurations (see Figs. 9, 10). During compression, the
stress magnitude varies in the [0 Pa ; 248 Pa] range at
strain rates in the [0, 14%] range. The elasticity modu-
lus, which is the slope of the stress–strain curves mea-
sured at 2% strain is quite similar in the low adhesion
Fig. 8 Internal force distribution in the low adhesion CSK con-
figuration a in the reference state, b in the 14% compressed state
and c in the 40% stretched state.Blue lines give the distant tension
forces, red segments the close compression forces and purple ones
the close tension forces. Bars, 20 and 100 nN. Unit of length: 1µm
CSK (E = 1, 297 Pa), the complete CSK (E = 1, 287 Pa)
and the cortex-free CSK (E = 1, 215 Pa) configurations,
while a significantly low level of stiffness is observed in
the TN-free CSK configuration (E = 717 Pa), where a
significant decrease in the stiffness occurs in the early
stages of deformation (see Fig. 9).
In stretching tests starting with the previous 14%
compressed state of the medium and reaching a 40%
stretched state, the stress magnitude varies in the
[−248 Pa; 172 Pa] range in the four configurations of the
model. The stress–strain curves are non-linear and can
be described by a double parabolic curve showing a
change of curvature. The slopes of the curves decrease
until ε = −7%, and then increase during model stretch-
ing, reflecting the strain-hardening behavior of the
model. In addition, the slopes of the curves obtained
during the first stage of stretching are lower than during
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Fig. 9 Stress–strain relationships given by the complete, cortex-
free, TN-free and low adhesion CSK configurations of the CDM
model under uniaxial compression and stretching, successively.
Stress and strain are both taken to be positive in the stretching
direction
compression, which means that the CDMmodel is more
flexible during small stretching deformation than during
compression. The complete CSK configuration appears
to be stiffer (E = 382 Pa) than the low adhesion CSK
(E = 326 Pa), the cortex-free CSK (E = 286 Pa) and
the TN-free CSK (E = 86 Pa). This configuration also
shows the greatest strain-hardening behavior, as indi-
cated by the sharp increase in the slope of the curve (see
Fig. 9); whereas the TN-free CSK configuration, which
is the less stiff configuration, shows a significantly low
stiffening behavior during stretching.
It is worth noting that during stretching, when the
model recovers zero strain, the resulting stress applied
is non-null (i.e. the [10–25 Pa] range in all four configura-
tions). The current state therefore differs from the initial
reference state of the model (i.e., ε = σ = 0). This state
is reached quickly in both TN-free CSK and cortex-free
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Fig. 10 Stress–strain relationships given by the complete, Weak
MT and IF-free CSK configurations of the CDM model under
uniaxial compression and stretching, successively. Stress and strain
are both taken to be positive in the stretching direction
CSK configurations, because in these configurations the
model is less prestressed and more flexible than in the
complete CSK and low adhesion CSK configurations. In
addition, a hysteresis occurs in the strain–stress curve
between compression and stretching loading conditions
in all six configurations of the model (see also Fig. 10).
The stress–strain relationships given by the model
in the Weak-MT CSK and IF-free CSK configurations
are compared with the complete CSK configuration in
Fig. 10. The stress–strain curve given by the model in
the Weak-MT CSK configuration shows a lower slope
(E = 777 Pa) during compression than in the complete
CSK configuration (E = 1, 287 Pa) but the results are
similar during large stretching deformations. Besides the
low stiffness observed during compression, the model
in the Weak-MT CSK configuration slowly reaches the
zero stress state and the hysteresis therefore decreases.
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By contrast, in the IF-free CSK configuration, the slope
of the curve decreases significantly at large stretching
deformations, which means that the strain-hardening is
less pronounced than in the complete CSK configura-
tion of the model. During compression, removing the
IF network has little effect on the stress–strain curve.
The zero stress state after compression is reached faster
in this configuration than in the complete and the weak
MT configurations of the model.
4 Discussion
The numerical results obtained with the present CDM
model suggest that during cell deformation, the
CSK is rearranged depending on the internal tension/
compressiondistributionwhich results from interactions
occurring and disappearing between nodes within the
medium. Interactions of two kinds are defined in the
model, which are described by a contact law between
rigid envelopes of neighboring nodes and an elastic law
between remote nodes. The contact law results in diffuse
networks of compression and tension, and the elastic law
results in large and perinuclear distant tensile networks.
Both interaction laws defined between nodes located
on the boundary of the medium results in the so-called
cortical network. These force networks are balanced to
stabilize the model during deformation.
The mechanical behavior of the CDMmodel and the
internal structural changes occurring in thismodel under
quasi static loading conditions suggest several analo-
gies with the mechanical responses of adherent cells.
In fact, assuming that the SF and IF tensile networks
which extend through the whole cell, are simulated in
the CDM model by the deep distant tension network
(TN), the results suggest the occurrence of SF and IF
alignment and a thickening in the stretching direction,
as well as an increase in the internal prestress levels
which is closely related to the density of the SFs (Smith
et al. 2003; Meazzini et al. 1998). In addition, these two
CSK tensile networks are distinguished. The perinuclear
distant tension network reflects the behavior of the IFs
mostly concentrated in the perinuclear region and the
large distant tension network reflects the behavior of the
SFs which are mostly concentrated in the basal region
and extend through the whole cell, reaching the apical
side (Coulombe et al. 2000; Katoh et al. 1998).
The IFs are not specifically identified in the model in
the peripherical region. However, the model may sim-
ulate the IF network extensions through the cell and
to the membrane, and some forces in the large distant
tension network mainly carried by the SFs may also be
carried by the IFs. In addition, the diffuse compression
network which is formed by chains of close compression
forces in the direction of the applied force, is assumed
in adherent cells to correspond to the lattice of microtu-
bules (MTs), which have been reported to resist exter-
nal compression (Janson et al. 2003; Kurachi et al. 1995;
Heidemann et al. 1999) and to disappear during stretch-
ing (Ingber 2003;Meazzini et al. 1998). It is worth noting
that in our model, the nucleus is assumed to be a rigid
solid, as proposed by Heidemann andWirtz (2004), and
the CDM diffuse tension network resulting from local
tension interactions is assumed to correspond to theMF
thin network (Katoh et al. 1998; Satcher and Dewey
1996).
4.1 Dynamic organization of the CSK structure
Under externally applied forces, thediffuse compression
network is extremely unstable, and shows fast changes
in connectivity between the nodes involved in chains
of close compressions. Let us recall here that in the
CDMmodel, the diffuse compression network involves
several close contacts between node envelopes. During
the deformation of the model, these close compression
forces can either disappear, change their direction, de-
crease or increase in magnitude to locally balance the
close and distant tension forces as well as the exter-
nally applied forces. By contrast, the distant tension
network is exerted only on remote nodes, and is far
less affected by changes in connectivity unless new focal
adhesion points are activated. This network rearranges
itself only via changes in the magnitude and orientation
of the forces. For instance, when the model is submitted
to compression and extension loadings in the [−14% ;
40%] range of overall deformation, few distant tensile
forces occur or disappear and the connectivity remains
practically unchanged and stable. The distance (10µm)
between these remote nodes is one order of magnitude
greater than the distance (1µm) between nodes in close
contact. Therefore, the diffuse compression network,
which is carried by closely contacting nodes, is more
likely to be affected by deformations than the distant
tension network, which is based on interactions between
remote nodes.
These results are consistent with the unstable behav-
ior of the MT network, as compared with the stable
behavior of the SF network, previously described by
Kaverina et al. (1998) and Katoh et al. (1998). The con-
nectivity of thediffuse compressionnetwork ismore var-
iable than that of the SF network because the
characteristic length of 1µm is smaller than the 10µm
characteristic length of the SF network. Contrary to
the MT network, the stress fibers may undergo large
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deformations induced by flexible substrate retraction
(20%, Sato et al. 2005) or by cell stretching between
microplates (150%, Micoulet et al. 2005) without dis-
mantling. These mechanical responses may be attribut-
able to MT polymerization/depolymerization processes
which occur within 1 min of deformation (i.e., the poly-
merization speed is approximately 1µm/min) while a
longer time is required for the 10µm stress fibers to
form (Janson et al. 2003; Kaverina et al. 1998). There-
fore the CDM model shows the changes in connectiv-
ity and overall distribution of the internal forces that
occur during the shortmechanical responses of adherent
cells. The polymerization processes which occur during
longterm adaptation of the cell are not taken into
account in the present model.
The laws governing the interactions between nodes
do not take the viscosity into account but the changes in
connectivity occurring during the overall deformation of
the medium involve irreversible rearrangements, which
give rise to mechanical dissipation in the CDM model.
This dissipation can be quantified and shows up in the
stress–strain curves in the form of a region of hysteresis.
The dissipative behavior of the CDM model therefore
differs from the viscous behavior of living cells observed
under dynamic conditions using microrheological meth-
ods (Kole et al. 2004, 2005). However, in view of the
hysteresis observed in vitro using atomic force micros-
copy and the cell-poking apparatus (Petersen et al. 1982;
Collinsworth et al. 2002), the CDMmodel suggests that
local cytoskeletal rearrangements may be involved in
the dissipative mechanical behavior of the cell in addi-
tion to the viscous CSK filaments and cytoplasm.
The changes of connectivity occurring in the CDM
model might also explain the local changes in the
pattern of CSK organization due to local disruptions/
connections occurring within the actin filament and
microtubule networks. However, the present model is
not able at the present state to describe the cross-link-
ing between filaments on the molecular scale. Studies
on what it is called the progressive refinement or frag-
mentation of the divided medium are still in progress.
Thus the present model could be improved by refining
the interactions between nodes, which would make it
possible to analyze the cross-linking proteins known to
enhance the stiffness of cells (Tseng et al. 2004;Kaverina
et al. 1998).
4.2 Adaptation of the CSK to the mechanical
environment
ThepresentCDMmodel also showshow theCSKadapts
its shape and structural distribution to the mechanical
microenvironment so that a balance is reached between
the CSKfilamentous networks and the extracellularma-
trix (ECM). The CDM model is significantly strength-
ened in response to the external stress applied during
mechanical loading. For instance, in response to 40%
stretching, the prestress P increases twofold in compar-
ison with P∗. To withstand the increasing internal ten-
sion, the adhesions are then reinforced and the tensions
between focal adhesion nodes and the plates increase
by 250% on average. The CDM model therefore shows
that the focal adhesions become stronger as the pre-
stress increases, as previously observed in cells in vitro
(Wakatsuki et al. 2000; Bershadsky et al. 2003). When
the number of focal adhesion points decreases, the over-
all mechanical response of the model does not change
significantly (see Fig. 9). The diffuse compression net-
work is slightly reinforced (see Fig. 8b compared to
Fig. 5b during compression). During stretching, the low
adhesion configuration of themodel shows a less densely
structured SF network, and the strengthening of the fo-
cal adhesion points and the cortical network balances
the externally applied forces. The tensile force per focal
adhesion point (FAP) increases on the basal side with
the extension of themodel and is 36%higher in the 10%
stretched state (and 10% higher in the reference state)
in the low adhesion configuration than in the complete
CSK configuration. It turns out that a decrease in the
number of focal adhesion points does not affect the pre-
stress, but increases the force at the adhesion sites, as
found to occur in adherent myocyte cells (Griffin et al.
2004) and fibroblasts uponmeasuring the forces exerted
on individual focal adhesions (Balaban et al. 2001; Tan
et al. 2003). The present results also suggest that a min-
imum number of focal adhesion points are necessary
to keep the cell stably anchored to the substrate. The
CDMmodel could therefore help to determine thismin-
imum at a given level of prestress and a given state of
deformation.
These results are also comparable to those obtained
in a previous in vitro study on adherent cells (Wendling
et al. 2000). In this study, we observed that confluent and
non-confluent adherent cells, which have very differ-
ently organized SF networks, also showed similar stiff-
ness. In non-confluent cells, stress fibers appear to be
mainly located in the basal region of the cell and involve
a large number of focal adhesion points bound to the
ECMwhile in confluent cells, the stress fibers aremainly
located in the cortex of the cell, which interacts with the
neighboring cells. The CDM model shows that the pre-
stress is generated by both the cortex and the internal
SF network, depending on the state of cells induced by
the microenvironment, i.e., depending on whether it is
a spread cell adhering to the ECM, a spread cell in con-
fluence or a round cell in suspension.
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4.3 Mechanical response of the CSK structure
The 2D CDM model was tested under compression
and stretching loading with a constant rate of deforma-
tion, and the numerical results obtained in terms of the
stress–strain relationships and the elasticitymodulus are
compared with those measured in microplate experi-
ments performed on isolated cells in vitro (Thoumine
and Ott 1997; Desprat et al. 2005; Micoulet et al. 2005).
The resulting stresses applied to themodel in the com-
plete CSK configuration (248 Pa at 14%of compression;
107 and 172 Pa at 25 and 40% of stretching) are of a sim-
ilar order of magnitude to those of experimental data
[e.g., σ = 500Pa at 25% stretching (Micoulet et al.
2005), σ = 66Pa at 23% stretching (Desprat et al. 2005),
σ = 200 − 600Pa at 25% compression or stretching
(Thoumine and Ott 1997)].
The complete CSK configuration of the CDM model
shows an elasticity modulus E = 1, 287 Pa under com-
pression and E = 382Pa under stretching. These values
are similar to those (E = 660Pa) measured by Desprat
et al. (2005) in a study on cell creep responses using a
microplate device and those (E  710Pa) measured by
Alcaraz et al. (2003) using an atomic force microscopy
device, as well as being in the [300; 3,000 Pa] range mea-
sured by Fabry et al. (2003) using a magnetocytometry
device on several types of cells.
The non-linearity of the stress–strain curves reflects
the stiffening behavior of the CDM model, i.e., the
stiffness increases with the applied strain, which was
also observed experimentally in cultured cells by
several authors (Wang et al. 1993; Wang and Ingber
1994; Alcaraz et al. 2003; Laurent et al. 2002) and in
theoretical CSKmodels (Stamenovic et al. 1996; Cough-
lin and Stamenovic´ 1997, 1998; Wendling et al. 1999;
Volokh et al. 2000). AlthoughThoumine andOtt (1997),
Desprat et al. (2005) and Micoulet et al. (2005) have
observed linear mechanical responses in single cells
tested in vitro with a similar microplate device in wide
stretching ranges (0 < ε < 400%), Desprat et al. (2005)
have also reported that non-linearity occurs at low strain
levels (ε < 1%). This non-linearity, which also occurs in
the CDM model at the beginning of stretching tests,
might be taken to be a structural response involving the
early reorganization of the SFs and IFs in the stretch-
ing direction, whereas linear stress–strain relationships
at large deformation rates may result from the intrinsic
deformation of these filaments.
It is to notice that in the CDMmodel the linear inter-
action laws which represent an approximation of the
mechanical behavior of the CSK filaments may lead to
an underestimation of the overall stiffness of the cell at
large deformations.
4.4 Contribution of the CSK substructures
to the overall mechanical behavior of adherent cells
The changes in the overall mechanical responses of cells
subjected to external forces partly depend on the dis-
tribution of the forces within the structural components
of the cell and the way these cellular components act
together in response to externally applied forces. The
CDM model helps to establish the mechanical roles of
the various CSK substructures and suggests in addi-
tion that close relationships between the nucleus, the
actin-based cortex, the focal adhesion points and the
CSK filamentous networks are required to give integ-
rity to the whole cell (Laurent et al. 2002; Ingber 2003;
Heidemann and Wirtz 2004; Wang et al. 2001).
The results obtained here with the CDMmodel show
that the tensile network (by analogy with the SF net-
work) plays a fundamental role in generating the over-
all prestress and in controlling the stiffness of the cell.
For instance, removing this tensile network from the
CDM model decreased P∗ by 79% and E by 44% in
compression and by 77% in stretching tests. The linear
(E−P∗) relationship obtained with the CDMmodel re-
flects a prestress-induced stiffening behavior as shown
in Fig. 11a. This prestress dependence of the overall
stiffness is consistent with the results of previous
studies on adherent cells (Wang et al. 1993, 2001, 2002;
Wang and Ingber 1994; Hubmayr et al. 1996; Pourati
et al. 1998; Thoumine and Ott 1997; Wendling et al.
2000; Laurent et al. 2002) as well as those of theoretical
studies on structural models (Stamenovic et al. 1996;
Stamenovic and Coughlin 1999; Canadas et al. 2002;
Wendling et al. 2003; Coughlin and Stamenovic´ 2003;
McGarry and Prendergast 2004).
During extension tests, the integrity of the CDM
model is lost when the tensile network is removed (i.e.,
TN-free CSK configuration): the nucleus is no longer
connected to the cortex under these conditions. The
cortex alone gives the CDM model its ability to resist
the overall deformation. This result may explain the
different levels of overall stiffness measured in both
adherent cells and non-adherent cells. In fact, the mag-
netocytometry measurements performed by Laurent et
al. have shown that the stiffness was greater in adherent
cells than in cells in suspension, and a 3D reconstruc-
tion of these cells showed the presence of (1) a strong
CSK structure with a dense SF network anchored to the
ECM via the focal adhesion points in the adherent cell,
and (2) a 2D submembranous actin lattice in the cell in
suspension (Laurent et al. 2003).
During compression tests, the integrity of the CDM
model is reduced but not lost and externally applied
stresses are transmitted from the cortex to the nucleus
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through both the diffuse tension network simulating
the thin MF network and the diffuse compression net-
work simulating theMTnetwork. In addition, themodel
shows a loss of integrity when the cortex is removed. Al-
though the SF network is anchored to the ECM on the
basal side via the focal adhesion points, the model sug-
gests that this tensile network needs connections with
the cortical tension network to be able to distribute
internal tension throughout the cell and to anchor effi-
ciently to precursors of adhesion points on the apical
side. When these adhesion sites are not connected to
the cortex, the SFs and IFs cannot link them (Marek
et al. 1982; Katoh et al. 1998). Although this cortex-free
configuration is not directly observed in adherent cells
in vitro, the model shows how important the surface or
membrane tension is for the most efficient cytoskeleton
reorganization that occurs through the whole cell during
deformations.
The IF network simulated by the perinuclear distant
tension network in the CDM model seems to also play
a crucial role during large stretching deformations (see
Fig.10) as well as contributing to the stability of the
nucleus (Wang and Stamenovic 2000; Maniotis et al.
1997). These IFs are known to act as molecular guy
wires to stiffen the nucleus mechanically and anchor
it in place, whereas MTs hold the IF lattice open
and stabilize the nucleus against lateral compression
forces.
The MT network in the CDM model is weak dur-
ing stretching loading, but seems to play a decisive role
during compression loading, as indicated by the high
compression forces (see Figs. 5b, c) and the high com-
pression stiffness (E = 1, 287 Pa) recorded here in com-
parison with those observed under stretching loads
(E = 382 Pa).
To analyze the contribution of the MTs to the overall
mechanical response, the CDM model was then tested
by varying the local compressive rigidity S defined in the
Soft Cohesive Contact law (see Fig. 6). In the stretching
tests, the local compressive rigidity S was found to draw
noeffect on theoverall stiffnessE.However, under com-
pression loads E increases non-linearly with S, tending
toward a maximum value corresponding to the stiffness
of the model in the complete CSK configuration (see
Fig. 11b). This high value of the compression stiffness
is due to the Cohesive Contact law in which impenetra-
bility conditions are assumed to exist between the node
envelopes, and which can be considered as a Soft Cohe-
sive Contact law with an infinite value of S. The Cohe-
sive Contact law seems to overestimate the mechanical
behavior of MTs and the Soft Cohesive Contact law is
thereforemore appropriate for describing the labileMT
network present in adherent cells (Heidemann et al.
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Fig. 11 a Relationship between the overall stiffness (E) and the
initial prestress (P∗) given by the CDM model during stretching.
E was calculated at 2% strain. b Relationship between the overall
stiffness (E) and the local compressive rigidity (S) given by the
CDMmodel during compression and stretching. E was calculated
at 2% compression and stretching. The upper and lower lines give
the values of E obtained with the complete-CSK configuration
of the CDM model at 2% compression and 2% of stretching,
respectively
1999; Kaverina et al. 1998). However, the value of S has
to be identified according to biological measurements.
To summarize, these results suggest that the overall
integrity of themodel is reducedbut not totally lostwhen
one of the CDM model substructures (cortex, SF net-
work, IF network, diffuse networks of MFs or MTs) or
the focal adhesion points disappear during deformation.
These numerical results, which are consistent with the
biological findings available, show that (1) the integrity
of the cell depends closely on these interconnected CSK
substructures, and that (2) the connections betweeneach
of the cell components (cortex, SF network, nucleus and
focal adhesion points) are crucial to the internal force
transmission, the overall stiffness and the integrity of
the cell (Zhen et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2002; Maniotis
et al. 1997; Heidemann and Wirtz 2004).
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4.5 Comparisons with tensegrity and percolation
models
The present 2D CDM model based on divided medium
theory is the first attempt to analyze the mechanical
behavior of living cells in terms of the dynamic reorgani-
zation of the cytoskeleton. This novel approach focuses
on both the local and global structural rearrangement
of the CSK occurring under externally applied stress,
and the divided medium theory applied here can be said
to be complementary to the tensegrity and percolation
theories. In the tensegrity approach, the cytoskeleton
is regarded as a force bearing structure composed of
discontinuous rigid bars (by analogy with the MTs)
compressed by continuous prestrained elastic (or vis-
coelastic) cables (by analogy with the stress fibers). The
changes in the overall shape of the structure result from
the equilibrium between the internal (tension and com-
pression) forces and the external forces transmitted by
the ECM. The tensegrity models developed so far have
made it possible (1) to explain how local stresses trig-
ger coordinated changes in cells and (2) to predict the
material properties and architectural features of living
cells, independently of the changes occurring in the CSK
connections (Stamenovic et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2002;
Wendling et al. 2003; Volokh et al. 2000). In the pres-
ent study, we tried to overcome the limitations of clas-
sical tensegrity models, such as the small number of
elements (bars and cables) involved and the fixed con-
nectivity between these elements. Our model provides
an alternative means of explaining how the organiza-
tion of the filamentous CSK networks may change in
response to global external loading and how different
types of CSK filaments may contribute to the overall
mechanical behavior of the cell. The present results
show a similar overall pattern of static mechanical
behavior to that observed using classical tensegrity
models, i.e., non-linear stress–strain relationships, pres-
stress-stiffness dependence, loading (compression and
stretching) and the dependence of the attachment con-
ditions on the stress–strain relationships (Stamenovic
and Coughlin 1999; Volokh et al. 2000; Wendling et al.
2003; Sultan et al. 2004).
The percolation approach deals with a continuous
phase transition which takes place at a critical filament
concentration in the macromolecular system. Below
this concentration, a phase consisting of small non-
interconnected clusters occurs within the matrix. Above
the critical concentration, these isolated clusters become
interconnected and form a finite filamentous system
(Forgacs et al. 2004). In this approach, the number of
fibers in the system is finite and the connectivity depends
on their concentration which can vary, whereas in the
presentmodel, the concentration (the number of nodes)
remains constant and the connectivity depends on how
the internal nodes interact. In addition, the filamentous
network in the CDM model results from the distribu-
tion of the internal tension and compression forces and
enters a prestressed state before undergoing deforma-
tion, which is not taken into account in the percolation
approach. The latter approach provides a useful means
of analyzing the intracellular signal transduction from
the cell surface through the highly interconnected fil-
amentous CSK to specific targets, and describing how
the mechanical behavior of filamentous networks may
change in response to changes in CSK polymerization
or cross-linking.
The present CDM model yields a description of the
CSK rearrangements from a purely mechanical point
of view. In fact, the mode of CSK reorganization sug-
gested in the model is based on the occurrence and
disappearance of interactions between nodes, but it is
not yet clear whether the biochemical processes of CSK
filament polymerization and rearrangement occurring
during the deformation of the cell can really be ap-
proached in terms of the variable mechanical connec-
tivity described by the CDM model.
One possible means of testing the validity of the
CDMmodel would consist in simulating different types
of micromanipulation (i.e., magnetocytometry, the opti-
cal tweezers device, atomic force micrsoscopy, micro-
pipette manipulation, substrate stretching) and fitting
the data describing the overall mechanical behavior of
living cells (strain, stress, stiffness and prestress) to the
intrinsic parameters of the model. Another possible ap-
proach would consist in simulating the real-time CSK
rearrangement observed during the deformation of cells
in vitro under controlledmechanical conditions. This 2D
CDM model, which has several limitations, could quite
easily be improved by (1) using the same formulation to
develop a 3Dmodel regarding the spatial distribution of
the CSK, (2) taking a non-rigid nucleus to analyze the
deformation of the nucleus when the cell is subjected
to externally applied forces and (3) introducing viscous
interaction laws to analyze the viscoelastic behavior of
the cell under dynamic loading conditions.
5 Conclusion
The first results obtained so far using the present 2D
CDM model show that the divided medium theory is
a useful tool for understanding CSK mechanics. The
key features of the CDM model include the dynamic
patterns of connectivity occuring in tension- and
compression- balanced networks and the heterogeneity
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of the CSK structure. This model provides a new means
of describing the dynamic reorganization of the pre-
stressed CSKwhich occurs in response to changes in the
mechanical environment of cells. In addition, this model
can be used to specify the contributions of the various
CSK substructures to cell stability.
The design of the CDM model is perfectible. More
complex laws could be introduced so as to take into ac-
count the viscoelastic behavior of filaments. The con-
stitution of the various CSK subcompartments (e.g.,
density and distribution of SFs and IFs, number of fo-
cal adhesion points, local compressive rigidity of the
medium) could be also defined more clearly. Thanks to
some features such as the so-called progressive refine-
ment or fragmentation of the divided medium, which
are still in progress, the CDM model would certainly
yield new insights into the molecular mechanisms of
cross-linking between the CSK filaments. The modes
of CSK reorganization proposed in the CDM model
and based on activation or deactivation of interactions
between nodes, still require to be confirmed in further
studies and to be compared with biochemical models for
polymerization/depolymerization and interconnections
of the CSK filaments, involved in the CSK rearrange-
ment observed during cell deformation.
All in all, the CDM model opens new perspectives
for carrying out mechanical investigations on cells. In
its future versions, it may throw light on mechanical
properties of cells such as the difference between local
and overall behavioral scales and it may also help to
elucidate more general cell processes. For instance, cell
migration, which is a central process in morphogene-
sis, immune responses and lesion repair, could be ana-
lyzed mechanically using the CDM model to describe
the dynamics of focal adhesion points (strengthening at
leading edge and loosening at the tail) and the reorga-
nization of the CSK filaments, which anchor on them.
The CDM model could also be used to identify rolling
or crawling behavior occuring during cell migration.
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